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Abstract—Wireless networked control system (WNCS) is a
control system that a wireless network closes the control loop.
WNCS estimator, i.e., Kalman filter, estimates the system state
according to the observations of sensors. These observations
which are from N independent subnetworks are conveyed to
the Kalman filter through vacant bands opportunistically with
cognitive radio capability of the nodes. We characterize the
successful packet delivery probability and study the maximization
of energy-efficiency of overall system under the convergence
constraint of the Kalman filter by defining an optimization
problem. We also find a lower bound on maximum total coverage
area. Furthermore, we perform numerical analysis to observe the
effects of system parameters such as number of subnetworks,
average ON probability of primary users, transmission ranges
and densities of sensor nodes and primary users, and false alarm
probability.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Inefficient utilization of spectrum resources has triggered
the use of dynamic spectrum access (DSA) techniques in
wireless communications. The technology which enables DSA
is cognitive radio (CR) [1]. A wireless network consisting
of CR capable wireless nodes can opportunistically use the
idle spectrum bands. However, a communicating pair of CRs
must not cause any interference to active primary users (PUs).
Spectrum sensing, spectrum decision and spectrum hand-off
are the fundamental operations for opportunistic spectrum
usage.
Apart from the inefficient utilization, some spectrum bands
are very crowded due to excessive use. Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) suffer from the spectrum shortage. In order
to overcome the spectrum scarcity challenge, cognitive radio
sensor networks (CRSNs) are proposed [2]. They consist of
wireless sensor nodes with CR capability. Most important
aspect of CRSNs is that unnecessary energy consumption due
to the spectrum scarcity can be decreased by the opportunistic
spectrum usage. CRSNs can be used in diverse application
areas.
Networked control system (NCS) is a traditional feedback
control system closed via a communication network [3]. The
communication network is utilized to exchange information
between control system components such as sensor, controller,
actuator, etc. [4], [5]. If the network has wireless communication capabilities with wireless control system components, the
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system becomes wireless networked control system (WNCS).
It can be used in diverse application areas such as smart grid,
automatic management and navigation systems [6].
The WNCS estimator estimates the system state according
to the sensor observations. Hence, the convergence of the
WNCS estimator becomes a fundamental issue during the
design of a WNCS. For a WNCS, we consider that there are
N wireless subnetwork which are CRSNs such that the sensor
measurements are conveyed to the WNCS estimator through
idle channels opportunistically.
In our system, the WNCS estimator is a Kalman filter. In
the classical approach, the Kalman filter has all the observation
information to estimate the state of the system. On the other
hand, the dynamic wireless channel conditions cause losses or
delays for an observation to reach the Kalman filter. Hence, the
observations can be intermittent. [7] studies the state covariance error for the general time-varying Kalman filter in which
the observations are intermittent. However, the instability of
the Kalman filter is not characterized. On the other hand,
[8] models observation packet arrivals through wireless multihop sensor network as a random process and characterizes the
statistical convergence properties of the Kalman filter. As an
extension, [9] divides the state observation process into two
parts such that there are two independent sensors providing
observation packets to the Kalman filter and investigates the
conditions for the convergence. Furthermore, in our prior work
[10], we have generalized the division of the observation
process in [9] by dividing the process into N independent
subnetworks and characterize the lower bound on maximum
total coverage area. Furthermore, we investigate this lower
bound in heterogeneous subnetworks which consist of PUs
and CR nodes in [11].
In this paper, we also divide the process into N parts. This
corresponds to a WNCS with N independent subnetworks,
each of which consists of CR capable sensor nodes. Hence,
the energy-efficiency is vital due to the resource-constrained
nodes. Our aim is to convey the measurement packets by
the energy limited sensor nodes to the Kalman filter in a
dynamic radio environment under the convergence constraint
of the Kalman filter. Hence, we maximize the energy-efficiency
of the overall system. A new energy-efficiency function has
been proposed for this purpose and an optimization problem
is formulated to fulfill the requirements of the estimator
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convergence and the resource constraint. The contributions of
the paper are the consideration of spectrum-aware communication in WNCS, the characterization of successful packet
delivery probability and the maximization of energy-efficiency
and finding lower bound on total network coverage area that
guarantees the convergence of the Kalman filter.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, convergence condition of Kalman filter with partial
observations is presented. Section III presents our network
model. In Section IV, the successful packet delivery probability
is characterized. Section V presents our optimization problem
and its solution. In Section VI, we provide the numerical
analysis. Finally, the concluding remarks are given in Section
VII.
II.
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Fig. 1: A WNCS model consisting of N subnetworks and a
Kalman filter.

C ONVERGENCE OF K ALMAN FILTER WITH PARTIAL
O BSERVATIONS

We divide the system into N independent parts, hence,
the system we consider can be represented as a general
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) discrete time linear
time-invariant system. The system equations can be written
as follows
xt+1 = Axt + wt ,
3 2 3
2
3
y1,t
C1
v1,t
6 .. 7 6 .. 7
6 . 7
4 . 5 = 4 . 5 xt + 4 .. 5
2

yN,t

CN

(1)

vN,t

where xt 2 R is the system state vector, yi,t 2 Rmi is the
sensor measurement vector, wt 2 Rn is the system disturbance
vector, vi,t 2 Rmi is the measurement noise vector, A 2
Rn⇥n is the system matrix, and Ci 2 Rmi ⇥n is the output
matrices for i = 1, 2, . . . , N . The time index is indicated by the
subscript t. Furthermore, the bold letters indicate the vectors.
Due to the division of the system observation into N parts,
yt = [y1,t ; y2,t ; . . . ; yN,t ], vt = [v1,t ; v2,t ; . . . ; vN,t ],
and C = [C1 ; C2 ; . . . ; CN ]. Both wt and vt are Gaussian
random vectors with zero mean and their covariance matrices
are Q
0 and R > 0, respectively. R is a N xN matrix
0
having elements as defined by Rij = E[vi,t vj,t
]. If (A, C) is
observable, the Kalman filter converges without any loss in the
sensor measurements.
n

All sensors measurement packets are received in a stochastic manner from different multi-hop cognitive wireless ad-hoc
subnetworks by the Kalman filter in our system model as seen
in Fig. 1. The stochastic reception of the packets is due to the
wireless channel conditions. The sensors in these subnetworks
encode their measurements as packets y1,t , y2,t , . . . , yN,t . The
arrival of each sensor measurement packet follows independent
Bernoulli process, { i }t=1
i for
t=0 with Pr{ i,t = 1} =
i = 1, 2, . . . , N where i,t indicates the correct reception of the
ith sensor measurement packet during a sample period. In each
sample period t, the Kalman filter receives some of the output
measurement packets due to the wireless channel conditions.
The probability i depends on the channel characteristics.
It should be noted that for different time indexes t and
t0 , i,t and j,t0 for i 6= j are independent. The loss of
a packet is modeled as a reception of packet having an
infinite noise variance. For the measurement noise vectors
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vi,t , we define the following conditional probability distribution function fv| (vi,t | i,t ) ⇠ N (0, Rii ) if i,t = 1 and
fv| (vi,t | i,t ) ⇠ N (0, i2 I) if i,t = 0. For random partial
losses, we take i2 ! 1.
The important result of [8] has revealed that there exists a critical packet arrival probability such that if
>
c
, the expected state estimation error covariance, E[Pt+1|t ]
where Pt+1|t = E[(xt+1 x̂t+1|t )(xt+1 x̂t+1|t )0 |y0t , 0t ], is
bounded and E[Pt+1|t ] becomes infinite as t ! 1 if < c .
In our prior work [10], we stated that based on the derivations
and results given in [9], if (A, Q) is controllable and (A, C) is
observable, for a fixed set of ( 1 , 2 , . . . , i 1 , i+1 , . . . N ),
c
if i
i , the state estimation error covariance is bounded
and the WNCS is stable. If the output matrices C1 , C2 , . . . , CN
are square and invertible A has a single unstable eigenvalue,
the upper and lower bounds for limt!1 E[Pt+1|t ] coincide
and the critical packet arrival probability of the measurement
packet of the ith sensor becomes
⇢
1
c
=
max
0, 1
i
N
Y
(2)
↵2
(1
j)
j=1
j6=i

where ↵ = maxi | i | and i is the ith eigenvalue of A [9].
If all i s are greater than the critical values, the Kalman filter
converges.
III.

M ULTI -H OP W IRELESS S UBNETWORK M ODEL

Sensors in each subnetwork transmit their observation
packets to the Kalman filter over multiple hops in these
subnetworks. Each subnetwork is distributed according to a
two dimensional Poisson point process. These subnetworks
are separated such that there is no connection between them.
We assume that the nodes in the subnetworks have cognitive
capability. Hence, nodes can sense the spectrum, change
the operating parameters and adapt to the changes in the
spectral environment. In fact, these subnetworks are CRSNs
[2] such that output measurement packets are transmitted
through available channel via multiple hops. Primary users
(PUs), which are licensed users and have privilege to use the
channel, and secondary users (SUs), which utilize the channel
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opportunistically, coexist in the subnetworks. Gi indicates the
ith subnetwork including the ith sensor node for our network
system.
PUs are distributed according to a two dimensional Poisson
point process with a density ⇢p . The transmission ranges
of PUs, rp , are the same. Furthermore, CRSN nodes are
also distributed according to a two dimensional Poisson point
process with a density ⇢s and the transmission range of CRSN
nodes is rs . Fig. 1 shows our network model.
Although the spectrum availability changes in time for
cognitive radio networks, there is a critical secondary node
density ⇢⇤s which provides the connectivity of the network. In
[13], the authors show that there exists a critical node density
⇢⇤s such that if the node density of the secondary network
is larger than ⇢⇤s , the secondary network percolates at all
time, i.e., there exists always an infinite connected component
in the secondary network under the time-varying spectrum
availability. To guarantee the connectivity of the secondary
network, we use the upper bound of the critical node density
which is given by [13]

q
1
p
0
5
⇢⇤s = 2 ln 1
(1 ( 6/3)⇤ )e(|Re |+|Re |)⇧1 ⇢p
(3)
rs
where ⇤ = (4Ld+2d+1)⇥(4Ld+d)+(4Ld+d+1)⇥(4Ld+
2d) 1, |Re | = (2 + 2drp /de) ⇥ (1 + 2drp /de) ⇥ d2 , |Re0 | =
(2 + 2drps /de) ⇥ (1 + 2drs /de) ⇥ d2 , L = dmax{rp , rs }/de,
d = rs / 5.
The state of PU can be represented as a semi-Markov ONOFF process, Sp (t). OFF state is an spectrum opportunity for
CRSN nodes since PU does not utilize the channel. On the
other hand, ON state refrains CRSN nodes from communicating. Furthermore, ⇧1 in (3) is defined as ⇧1 = Pr{Sp (t) = 1}.
That is, ⇧1 is the average ON probability.
To investigate the lower bound on the maximum coverage
area of a WNCS, we assume that the network density is ⇢⇤s
such that the nodes in subnetworks percolates all the time.
The transmission energy at one hop is Etx (Np , rs ) =
Eelec ⇥ Np + ✏amp ⇥ Np ⇥ rs2 where Eelec = 50 nJ/bit,
✏amp = 100 pJ/bit/m2 , Np is measurement packet size [14].
The reception energy is defined as Erx (Np ) = Eelec Np .
During the transmission and reception of the measurement
packet at one hop, energy is consumed at both transmitter and
receiver side which can be written as
total
Ehop
= Etx (Np , rs ) + Erx (Np ).

IV.

(4)

S UCCESSFUL PACKET D ELIVERY P ROBABILITY

The delivery of a packet between two CR capable nodes
depends on link establishment between these two nodes. The
first condition of the link establishment is that the two nodes
have to be located within the transmission ranges of each other.
The second condition is to have a common channel between
these two nodes. Furthermore, the common channel must not
be sensed as occupied. This wastes the spectrum opportunity
and fails the link establishment. Fig. 2 shows the two CR nodes
which are within the transmission range of each other. The
inner circles with solid lines show the maximum transmission
ranges of the nodes which are rs . There must be no active
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Fig. 2: Coverage of CR nodes and their guard ring for the link
establishment.

PU around these nodes to establish a communication link
between them. Hence, we determine a guard ring to facilitate
spectrum-aware communication. This guard ring is determined
by the union of circles whose radius is rp . This provides an
interference-free environment for the communicating nodes.
We denote the guard ring region covered by CR1 and CR2
with A1 and A2 , respectively. The areas of these regions are
A1 = A2 = ⇡rp2 . We previously stated that there must not
be any active PU in the union of these regions to establish
a link between CR1 and CR2 . Hence, the link establishment
probability from CR1 to CR2 can be found as
pl (d) = P r{N o P U in A1 [ A2 }PF0 A
+P r{P U in A1 [ A2 }⇧k1 PF0 A

(5)

where PF0 A is no false alarm probability and ⇧1 is the ON
probability of PU and k is the mean number of PUs in A1 [A2 ,
k = ⇢p ⇥ (A1 [ A2 ), and ⇢p is the PU node density.
The area of the region A1 [ A2 = A(d) can be found as
d
1 q
A1 [ A2 = 2⇡rp2 2rp2 arccos(
) + d (4rp2 d2 ) (6)
2rp
2

where d is the distance between the two nodes. pl (d) can be
written as
pl (d) = e
+ (1

⇢p A(d)

e

(1

⇢p A(d)

PF A )
)⇧k1 (1

PF A ).

(7)

We set d to its maximum value rs in our calculations to
calculate the worst case for the link establishment probability,
pl . This probability is lower bounded by the probability when
d = rs . Then, the constant link establishment probability is
pl (rs ) = e
+ (1

⇢p A(rs )

e

(1

PF A )

⇢p A(rs )

)⇧k1 (1

PF A ).

(8)

As a routing protocol we employ the greedy forwarding
approach [12]. In this routing approach, the node sends its
packet to its neighbor node that is closest to the destination.
We define a random variable H which indicates that there
exists at least one neighbor node in the forwarding region and
it can be expressed as
⇢
1, if 9 a node in the forwarding region
H=
(9)
0, otherwise.
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maximize U (
1 ,..., N

subject to

1, . . . ,

N)

=

⇢
max 0, 1

i

total
1 E1

+

total
2 E2

1
↵2

N
Y

+ ··· +

total
N EN

for i = 1, 2, . . . , N.

(1

(13)

j)

j=1
j6=i

In our calculations, we assume the forwarding region as the
closer half of the disc to the destination specified by the
transmission range of the sender node. There must be at least
one node to successfully forward the packet to the destination.
The successful packet delivery probability can written as
ps = ps|H=1 P r{H = 1} + ps|H=0 P r{H = 0}

(10)

2

where P r{H = 1} = 1 e ⇢s ⇡rs /2 and P r{H = 0} =
2
e ⇢s ⇡rs /2 . The successful packet transmission probability
when there is no neighbor in the forwarding region, ps|H=0 ,
is zero since there is no neighbor to forward the packet. The
successful packet delivery probability when there is at least
one neighbor in the forwarding region, ps|H=1 , is the link
establishment probability, pl (rs ). Hence, the successful packet
delivery probability becomes as
ps = ps|H=1 P r{H = 1}
= pl (rs )(1

e

⇢s ⇡rs2 /2

).

(11)

The total energy consumption in a subnetwork Gi can be
total
expressed as Eitotal = di ⇥ Ehop
. For a given set of packet
arrival probabilities of the subnetworks except for the ith
subnetwork, ( 1 , 2 , . . . , i 1 , i+1 , . . . N ), the convergence
criterion states that as ci ! 0, then dci ! 1. While
considering the convergence criterion, the critical hop diameter
for Gi becomes infinity and the energy consumed in this subnetwork to convey the measurement packet to the Kalman filter
becomes infinity. This energy allocation is not efficient for a
subnetwork that consists of energy-constrained nodes. Hence,
the energy-efficiency of overall system must be considered.
The energy-efficiency of the overall network can be calculated by considering weights for subnetworks. The subnetworks having smaller critical packet arrival probability should
have less weight. When ci ! 0, dci ! 1 and i Eitotal ! 0.
Hence, we can use i Eitotal as energy efficiency of the ith
subnetwork. We therefore define the total energy-efficiency
function of the WNCS as
U(

V.

M AXIMUM E NERGY-E FFICIENCY U NDER
C ONVERGENCE C ONSTRAINTS

Each subnetwork has energy-constrained sensor nodes,
hence, the energy to convey the measurement packets to the
Kalman filter must be minimized. On the other hand, there
is a convergence constraint of the Kalman filter, which states
that the probability of measurement packet reception correctly
must be above a certain threshold for each subnetwork.
Coverage can be increased if we increase the number
of nodes. However, it will increase the number of hops to
reach the Kalman filter which decreases the probability of
sensor measurement packet reception by the Kalman filter and
increases total energy consumption to convey the measurement
packets. Hence, increasing the number of hops may deteriorate
the convergence of the Kalman filter and the energy consumption. Hence, we define hop diameter as a parameter which
defines the maximum number of hops between any point in
the network. Due to the convergence constraint, hop diameter
becomes a critical parameter for the stability of the system.
We denote the hop diameter of the subnetwork Gi as di .
We define the critical packet arrival probability for each
sensor measurement denoted by ci . It directly affects the
hop diameter of a subnetwork and the critical hop diameter
that guarantees the convergence of the Kalman filter is found
as dci = bln( ci )/ ln(ps )c + 1. In this case, if di < dci
for any subnetwork Gi , WNCS is stable and the Kalman
filter converges since it is guaranteed that the packet arrival
probability is greater than the critical value. Otherwise, the
system stability and the convergence of the Kalman filter are
not guaranteed.
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1, . . . ,

N)

=

total
total
+ 2 E2total +· · ·+ N EN
.
1 E1

(12)

We find the set ( 1 , 2 , . . . , N ) which maximizes the energyefficiency in the system to convey the measurement packets
to the Kalman filter under the convergence constraint of
the Kalman filter which is defined in (2). The optimization
problem is formulated as in (13).
We perform numerical analysis to obtain a solution to the
optimization problem. The constraints on the packet arrival
probability change the total energy consumption of the system.
In our observations, the critical arrival probability should be the
same for each subnetwork to maximize the energy-efficiency.
Without considering the constraints on ps and ↵, the maximum
energy-efficiency is achieved by e ln(ps ) 1 for small values of
i . For high values of i , the maximum energy-efficiency can
be approximated by 1 ↵ 2/N . Hence, the optimum solution
can be approximated as
opt
i

⇡ max{e

ln(ps ) 1

,1

↵

2/N

}

(14)

for i = 1, 2, . . . , N , which guarantees the convergence of the
Kalman filter and achieves the maximum energy-efficiency of
the system.
The energy-efficiency maximization imposes a bound on
the number of nodes in each subnetworks. If the number
of nodes in a subnetwork is equal to the hop diameter, we
guarantee the convergence of the Kalman filter since the
packet arrival probability is smaller than the critical value.
Hence, we can find the lower bound on the maximum number
of nodes in the system. This means the lower bound on
the maximum coverage with the maximum energy-efficiency
under the convergence constraint of the Kalman filter. The
lower bound on the maximum number of node is denoted by
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Fig. 3: Successful packet delivery probability, ps , vs. a) PF A for different ⇧1 , b) ⇢p for different ⇢s , c) rp for different rs .
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Fig. 4: Total energy consumption, E total , vs. N for different a) rp , b) ⇢p , c) ⇧1 , d) PF A .

Li = dopt
for i = 1, 2, . . . , N . In Section III, we stated that for
i
⇢⇤s , the network percolates at all time. Hence, we can find the
coverage area of Gi as Si = Li /⇢⇤s . The
total coverage area of
Pi=N
the system can be given by S total = i=1 Si = N ⇥ Si due
to the same critical packet arrival probability value for each
subnetwork.
VI.

N UMERICAL A NALYSIS

We perform numerical analysis of the successful packet
delivery
ps , the total energy consumption, E total =
Pi=N probability,
total
, and the lower bound on the maximum total
i=1 Ei
coverage area, S total of the subnetworks with respect to several
parameters of the system and multi-hop cognitive wireless
subnetworks. The numerical values of system parameters are
set as ⇢s = 10 4 nodes/m2 , ⇢p = 10 5 nodes/m2 , ⇧1 = 0.8,
PF A = 0.01, rp = 100 m, and rs = 50 m unless otherwise
specified. Furthermore, the output matrices C1 , C2 , . . . , CN are
assumed to be square and invertible so that the upper and lower
bounds of the critical arrival probability coincide [9].

increase in ⇢s increases ps . Also, ⇢p has negative effect since
it increases the number of possible PUs in A1 [ A2 region.
Hence, an increase in ⇢p decreases ps .
As shown in Fig. 3(c), the average ON probability of PUs,
⇧1 , determines the idleness of the channel in A1 [ A2 , and
hence an increase in ⇧1 decreases ps . In terms of PF A , an
increase in PF A increases the chance of spectrum opportunity
losses. Hence, an increase in PF A decreases ps as seen in Fig.
3(c).
B. Total energy consumption
We investigate the total energy consumption, E total , with
respect to the number of subnetworks, N , for different rp , ⇢p ,
⇧1 and PF A .We select the measurement packet size, Np , as
total
200 bits. The energy consumption at each hop, Ehop
, is equal
to 0.06 mJ.

The successful packet delivery, ps , depends on rs , rp , ⇢s ,
⇢p , ⇧1 and PF A as shown in (11). In Fig. 3(a), we investigate
the effects of rp and rs . As rs increases, the forwarding region
expands and P {H = 1} increases. Hence, ps increases with an
increase in rs . Furthermore, as rp increases, A1 [ A2 expands.
Hence, it would be less likely to find a neighbor to forward the
packet towards the Kalman filter. As rp increases ps decreases.

In Fig. 4(a), E total with respect to the number of sensor
nodes N is investigated for different rp values. E total depends
on opt
= max{e ln(ps ) 1 , 1 ↵ 2/N }. For small N values,
i
opt
= 1 ↵ 2/N and we observe non-linear increase in
i
total
E
. For greater values of N , opt
= e ln(ps ) 1 and we
i
observe a linear increase as shown Fig. 4(a) due to E total =
N Eitotal . Furthermore, ⇢p affects the packet successful packet
delivery probability, ps . Hence, ⇢p changes the value of the
transition from the quadratic region to the linear region due to
opt
expression. As we observed in Fig. 4(b), an increase in
i
⇢p decreases ps , and hence it will decrease this boundary as
seen in Fig. 4(b).

As seen in Fig. 3(b), higher ⇢s means higher number of
neighbor to choose to forward the measurement packet. An

The successful packet delivery probability, ps , decreases
with increasing ⇧1 . Hence, it decreases the hop diameter,

A. Successful Packet Delivery Probability
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⇧1 .
j
k
ln( opt
)
i
dopt
=
+ 1. This results in a decrease in E total as
i
ln(ps )
seen in Fig. 4(c). Furthermore, an increase in PF A decreases
total
ps . Since this effect decreases dopt
decreases as seen
i , E
in 4(d).
C. Maximum Total Coverage Area
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In this section of the numerical analysis, we present the
effect of ↵, PF A , ⇧1 , ⇢p and rp on the lower bound of the maximum total coverage area of the subnetworks, S total . We stated
in Section V that the lower bound on the maximum number of
nodes in subnetwork Gi is dopt
i . In Fig. 5(a), the variation in
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